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ABSTRACT
Adiabatic processes are ubiquitous in physics and engineer-
ing. A drawback of such processes is that they tend to be 
slow, either in time–for atomic systems, for example–or in 
space–for photonic systems. A number of techniques have 
been developed over the years, generically referred to as 
Shortcuts to Adiabaticity, that promise to speed up the evo-
lution of the process without compromising performance. 
Here we review and compare these techniques, and evaluate 
their performance using full numerical simulations of realistic 
two-waveguide couplers, which perform a key function in 
photonic circuits.
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1. Introduction

Adiabatic processes, first considered by Fock and Born [1], arise in areas of 
physics and engineering such as atomic physics, quantum mechanics and 
photonics. Adiabatic processes occur slowly enough that the wave function or 
field remains in the same Eigenstate or mode throughout the evolution, even 
when the physical nature of this Eigenstate changes strongly [2–6]. The process 
may evolve as a function of time, as usually applies in quantum mechanics, or of 
propagation length, as typically applies in photonics. Here we are interested in 
photonics and in particular adiabatic waveguide couplers, which aim to couple 
light as efficiently as possible from one waveguide to another. Since the form-
alism for quantum mechanical and photonics processes is identical, we will take 
the evolution to be in z. Thus, when we refer to the length of a device, in an 
atomic physics context it refers to the duration of the process.

Most photonic systems require the efficient transfer of light from one 
waveguide into another [7], so a number of different approaches have been 
developed to achieve it: one of these is butt coupling, in which the two 
waveguides are placed end-to-end [8]. Such devices are by their nature very 
short, but the efficiency of butt-coupling can be low when the modal profiles 
and the propagation constants of the modes in the two waveguides are poorly 
matched. Another approach is the directional coupler, illustrated in Fig. 1(a), 
in which the two waveguides are placed side-by-side. If the two individual 
waveguides have the same propagation constants and the light is coupled into 
an equal superposition of the two supermodes of the coupled waveguides, the 
light couples back and forth periodically over the length of the device (Fig. 1 
(b)). If the device is terminated at the correct position, all light exits through 
the other waveguide. Though directional couplers can be fairly short, the 
requirement that the waveguides have the same propagation constants, and 
the dependence of the coupling length on wavelength, constrain the perfor-
mance in terms of fabrication tolerances and bandwidth [9,10].

In contrast to these two devices, adiabatic couplers, introduced into photo-
nics by Cook [11], are relatively robust devices that can have a large bandwidth 
[6,9,12–18]. The type of adiabatic coupling device we are considering here is 
illustrated in Fig 1(c). We consider the two lowest supermodes of the device; 
approximately each supermode can be thought of as a superposition of the 
fundamental modes of the isolated waveguides 1 and 2. However, the device is 
designed such that at z ¼ 0 and z ¼ , the supermodes closely match the modes 
of the individual waveguides: for the device in Fig. 1(c), the fundamental 
supermode at z ¼ 0 corresponds to the isolated mode of waveguide 1, whereas 
at z ¼ , it corresponds to that of waveguide 2. For the device in the schematic, 
this is achieved by varying the widths of the waveguides. In a perfectly adiabatic 
process, light that is coupled into the fundamental supermode enters through 
waveguide 1, remains in the fundamental supermode, and exits via waveguide 2, 
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ideally with 100% efficiency. A consequence of adiabaticity is that, provided that 
the supermodes coincide with each of the individual waveguides at z ¼ 0 and 
z ¼ ,, the device performance is relatively insensitive to the perturbations of the 
device or even to the details of the device design [9,17].

Even though adiabatic devices promise excellent performance, because of the 
requirement of adiabaticity they tend to be quite long–ideally they are infinitely 
long! It is therefore not surprising that a number of techniques have been 
developed that promise to minimize this length, while maintaining perfor-
mance. Most of these techniques are referred to generically as Shortcuts to 
Adiabaticity (STA) [3–6]—developed initially in the context of quantum 
mechanics, these have been considered for applications in optics since 2009 
[19]. In Section 3, we discuss these techniques and clarify their mutual 
relationships.

One shortcut technique we discuss in Section 3 is based on the Lewis- 
Riesenfeld invariant theory [20–25] in which the device design is reverse- 
engineered to accelerate adiabatic processes, and it has been used in applications 
such as atomic transport [26–28] and trap compression and expansions [29–-
32]. Other STA methods include the counter-diabatic (CD) approach 
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Figure 1. (a) Schematic of a directional coupler: two supermodes, with different propagation 
constants, are excited at the input in waveguide 1. (b) The supermodes’ interference leads to 
a periodically varying output with length ,. (c) Schematic of an adiabatic coupler: Light is input 
in waveguide 1, corresponding to a supermode at z ¼ 0. The light remains in this mode, which 
at the end of the device corresponds to waveguide 2. The dashed line schematically indicates 
the propagation of the light. (d) As the device length , increases, the crosstalk μ has discrete 
zeros under an envelope that decreases with ,.
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developed by Demirplak and Rice [33] and the related transitionless tracking 
method of Berry [34]. Starting from an initial device, they introduce an addi-
tional contribution that cancels the diabatic coupling in the original device, 
reducing the effect of the imperfect adiabaticity. This approach has been applied 
to speed up rapid adiabatic passage (RAP) in two level atoms [35] and was 
experimentally implemented in Bose-Einstein condensates in optical lattices 
[36]. Alternatively, in the fast quasi-adiabaticity (FAQUAD) [37] technique, the 
adiabaticity is violated to the same extent throughout the device. We also 
discuss the relationships between these methods, first addressed by Chen et al 
[21]. Although we have included a large set of references, Figure 2 summarises 
some of the main references–the foundational papers, major reviews, key 
references applying STA techniques in photonics–and provides a timeline.

While developed in the context of quantum mechanics and atomic 
physics, these techniques can also be applied to photonic devices when 
these are described using coupled mode theory (CMT). This theory enables 
a general, simple yet powerful description of photonic devices in which 
a complex physical design is expressed in terms of a reduced number of 
parameters. Using this framework, a coupler such as in Figure 1 can be 
described in terms of only two real functions, corresponding to the differ-
ence in propagation constant of the modes of the device (Δ), and the 
strength of the coupling between the waveguides (κ), each of which depends 
on longitudinal position, and thus Δ ¼ ΔðzÞ and κ ¼ κðzÞ.

The aim of this Review is to examine the adiabatic literature in the context of 
waveguide couplers, and to discuss which of the techniques mentioned above 
can be useful in this context. Although the techniques have been applied to 
other devices such as junctions [38,39], photonic lattices [40], demultiplexers 
[41], mode converters [42] and filters [43], curved waveguides [19], as well as 
multimode waveguides [44] and interference splitters [45], we choose to con-
sider the coupling between two waveguides [46–49] (as in Figure 1) as this is 
a simple nontrivial case with only two relevant modes. Therefore, the 
Hamiltonian that describes the interaction between these modes can be written 
as a 2� 2 matrix with position-dependent coefficients.

We consider lossless systems and we take this 2� 2 matrix to be real and 
symmetric, so that it has real Eigenvalues and orthogonal Eigenvectors. This 
choice deserves two comments. The first indicates a difference with quantum 
mechanics, where the 2� 2 matrix is generally Hermitian, but in the descrip-
tion of the coupling between waveguides the matrix cannot have complex 
elements, and thus the description by a Hermitian matrix reduces to that of 
a real, symmetric one. The second point is that for strongly coupled waveguides, 
the interaction between lossless waveguides requires a real matrix that is 
asymmetric [50,51]. Such matrices are of course not Hermitian, and cannot 
therefore be described by the theory we are reviewing here, though we note that 
STA has been generalized to non-Hermitian systems [52,53].
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The outline of this Review is as follows. In Section 2 we give a general 
overview of adiabatic couplers and their mathematical description. In Section 
3 we review the key shortcut methods that have been most widely used and 
discuss their mutual relationships. In Section 4 we illustrate the use of these 
methods in a physically realistic geometry and compare to alternative adiabatic 
couplers generated by other techniques. Then, in Section 5 we compare the 
sensitivity of a number of different adiabatic couplers to the presence of noise in 
the device parameters, motivated to evaluate robustness to fabrication errors. 
Finally, in Section 6 we discuss our findings and conclude.

2. Adiabatic processes and FAQUAD

Waveguide couplers as in Figure 1 must be described by several parameters 
(refractive indices and dimensions of each waveguide, spacing of the wave-
guides, refractive index of the region between and outside the waveguides), all of 
which are functions of propagation length. As discussed in Section 1, in coupled 
mode theory only two parameters are required. In coupled mode theory the 
field in a waveguide is written as the product of a mode field, which depends on 
the transverse coordinates, and a z-dependent factor describing the propaga-
tion. For an isolated waveguide this z-dependent factor is F1 expði~βzÞ, where 
F is the mode amplitude, defined such that jFj2 corresponds to the power 
carried by the mode. and ~β is the wave number of the mode. The propagation in 
the isolated waveguides is thus described by idF=dz ¼ � ~βF.

If two waveguides 1 and 2 are brought together, and allowed to interact 
linearly then we find 

i dF1
dz ¼ � β1F1 þ κF2;

i dF2
dz ¼ þκF1 � β2F2;

(1) 

where κ represents the coupling between the waveguides and both κ and the 
β1;2 are real functions of z. We note that ~β1;2�β1;2 due to the proximity of 
the other waveguide. Now defining β1;2 ¼

�β� Δ and G ¼ F expð� i�βzÞ, 
Equation (1) can be rewritten as 

d
dz
jGi ¼ � i Δ κ

κ � Δ

� �

jGi; � iHjGi; (2) 

which defines the ‘Hamiltonian’ H, and where the ket jGi has the ele-
ments G1;2.

In the following analysis of these equations we follow Louisell [46], who, 
to the best of our knowledge, reported the first systematic investigation of 
adiabatic processes in the context of photonics. The instantaneous 
Eigenvalues of H are � Γ;�

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Δ2 þ κ2

p
with associated Eigenvectors 
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jþi ¼
cos θ=2
sin θ=2

� �

; and j� i ¼
sin θ=2
� cos θ=2

� �

; (3) 

corresponding to the instantaneous supermodes of the device, and where 

tan θ ¼ κ=Δ: (4) 

We now write the general solution to Equation (2) as 
jGi ¼ wþjþi þ w� j� i; when Δ and κ are constant, then the w� vary 
harmonically. In general though, Δ and κ depend on z, and the w� satisfy 
the coupled equations [46] 

dwþ
dz þ iΓwþ ¼ � 1

2
dθ
dz w� ;

dw�
dz � iΓw� ¼ þ 1

2
dθ
dz wþ:

(5) 

Equations (4) and (5) confirm that when Δ and κ are constant, the w� vary as 
e�iΓz and do not couple. Variations in Δ and κ that cause variations in θ, lead to 
coupling of the w�. In the truly adiabatic limit the derivatives on the right-hand 
sides in Equations (5) are arbitrarily small and the equations again decouple.

Adiabatic coupling can then be understood by taking θð0Þ ¼ 0 and 
θð,Þ ¼ π. If light is coupled into waveguide 1, say, at z ¼ 0, it is in super-
mode jþi. In an adiabatic coupler without supermode coupling, the light 
remains in this supermode, and therefore exits entirely through waveguide 
2. Of course, for the light to remain rigorously in the same supermode 
throughout its propagation, the device needs to be infinitely long. All the 
techniques discussed in this Review correspond to strategies to minimise the 
device length without compromising device performance.

Although the parameters that enter the Hamiltonian are Δ and κ, they 
enter as the combinations Γ and θ in the solutions. However, only variations 
in θ cause changes in the supermodes; thus, if Δ and κ vary at the same rate, 
so θ is constant, then the supermodes are unchanged.

Equations (5) can be solved formally at various levels of approximation. 
Assuming that the field amplitude in the original super mode remains close 
to unity, the crosstalk μ, that is, the fraction of the incoming power that is 
not coupled over at z ¼ , can be written as [46] 

μ ¼
1
4

ð,

0

dθ
dz

e
� 2i

ð z

0

Γðz0Þdz0

dz

�
�
�
�
�
�
�

�
�
�
�
�
�
�

2

¼
1
4

ðρð,Þ

0

dθ
dρ

e� 2iρdρ

�
�
�
�
�

�
�
�
�
�

2

; (6) 

where dρ=dz ¼ Γ, and ρ is an effective position. Note from Equation (6) that 
μ is, in essence, the Fourier transform of dθ=dz, as is particularly clear when 
Γ is constant. Now recall the theorem that the Fourier transform of 
a function with a discontinuous mth derivative, asymptotically is a power 
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law with exponent � ðmþ 1Þ [47,54]. Applying this to Equation (6) we 
conclude that the asymptotic behaviour of μ, i.e. the behaviour as ,!1, is 
determined by the inevitable discontinuities of θ or any of its derivatives at 
z ¼ 0 and z ¼ , (assuming that θ and all of its derivatives are smooth 
elsewhere): when the mth derivative is discontinuous, μ / ,� 2ðmþ1Þ [47].

Figure 1(d) shows a typical result for the crosstalk versus device length as 
calculated by integrating the coupled mode Equation (2). Note that the crosstalk 
has discrete zeros, superimposed on a monotonically decreasing envelope. 
Before discussing the results in Figure 1(d), we note that Equations (5) and 
(6) show that the relevant quantity that determines the degree of adiabaticity 
involves dθ=dz; in fact, the adiabaticity criterion can be written as [46] 

1
2Γ

dθ
dz

;η� 1: (7) 

Given inequality (7), one strategy to designing a coupler is to take η to be 
constant–this is the fast quasi-adiabatic (FAQUAD) approach, which was 
introduced formally by Martínez-Garaot et al. [37] and applied by Hung et al. 
[55], but was used prior to that by Sun et al. [56]. From Equations (5), (6) and 
(7), decreasing η leads to lower crosstalk, but with a longer device. Hence, the 
choice is a compromise between performance and device length. Note that 
within the constraint of Equation (7), any θðzÞ that is continuous and that has 
a continuous first derivative lends itself to the FAQUAD approach. Although 
not obvious from Equation (7), the FAQUAD procedure has the advantage that 
it can be applied without the need to use a coupled mode description of the 
device.

To illustrate the results in this section, we consider a set of couplers with 
parameters that can be varied systematically [47]: we consider the elements 
of the Hamiltonian to take the values 

Δ ¼ Γ cosðπPnðζÞÞ;
κ ¼ Γ sinðπPnðζÞÞ;

(8) 

where the normalised propagation length ζ ¼ z=,, with , the device length, and 
thus 0 � ζ � 1, and Γ is constant. The PnðζÞ are polynomials which satisfy 
PnðζÞ þ Pnð1 � ζÞ ¼ 1, with Pnð0Þ ¼ 0 and thus Pnð1Þ ¼ 1. They are most 
easily defined through their derivative (with respect to the argument) 
through [47] 

P0nðζÞ ¼
ð2nþ 1Þ!
ðn!Þ

2 ðζð1 � ζÞÞn; (9) 

and thus P0ðζÞ ¼ ζ and P1ðζÞ ¼ 3ζ2
� 2ζ3, etc. As illustrated in Figure 3(a), at 

ζ ¼ 0; 1, the lowest n derivatives of these polynomials are continuous, whereas 
higher ones are discontinuous. All of the designs based on Equation (8) have the 
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property that θ increases smoothly from θ ¼ 0 at ζ ¼ 0 to θ ¼ π at ζ ¼ 1. As n 
increases, the discontinuities at the edges become weaker, and so θ needs to 
increase more rapidly in the central part of the coupler. Weakening the 
discontinuities at the edges improves the performance for large ,.

To see the drawback of increasing n we consider the expression for μ in 
more detail. For constant Γ and for the symmetric devices we are consider-
ing here, the crosstalk vanishes when 

ð1
2

0

d�θ
dζ

cosð2Γ,ζÞdζ ¼ 0; (10) 

where �θðζÞ ¼ θðζ þ 1=2Þ. For large n, dθ=dζ is concentrated near ζ ¼ 1=2, 
and so the first zero occurs for large values of Γ,, whereas for small n the first 
zero occurs at smaller values of Γ,. To illustrate this, for n ¼ 0, the first zero in 
the crosstalk occurs when Γ, ¼ π, whereas for n ¼ 1 it occurs at Γ, ¼ 1:43π, 
and for n ¼ 2 at Γ, ¼ 1:83π. By comparison, for a directional coupler, for 
which Δ ¼ 0 and thus κ ¼ Γ, the first zero occurs when Γ, ¼ π=2.

The couplers defined by Equations (8) and (9) thus illustrate the practical 
difficulty in choosing an ‘optimal’ design. For the polynomials with large n, 
the envelope (see Figure 3(c)) decreases rapidly with Γ, [47]. Note that the 
crosstalk envelope represents the degree to which the mode remains in its 
Eigenstate during propagation. It thus indicates robustness to variations in 
the ideal design. For larger n, the first zero in the crosstalk appears at longer 
lengths. In contrast, for small n the envelope decreases slowly, but the first 
zero appears at shorter lengths. However, in that case the design competes 
with directional couplers. Thus, the criterion that is used to optimize the 
coupler has a strong influence on its eventual shape.
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Figure 3. Three different polynomial couplers n ¼ � 2; 0; 2 at different stages of the design. (a) 
shows the mixing angle θ along the normalised length of the device. P� 1 (a directional coupler) 
and P1 are also plotted for comparison. (b) Normalised Hamiltonian components, with coupling 
coefficient κ (solid) and phase velocity mismatch Δ (dashed) versus normalised position along 
the device. (c) Crosstalk from solving Equation (2) (solid lines) for different device lengths, 
keeping Γ constant. The crosstalk envelope (dashed line) decreases for increasing n.
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For the coupler with n ¼ 0, the parameter η defined in Equation (7) is 
constant, and it thus satisfies the FAQUAD condition. To compare its perfor-
mance with other couplers, we extend the polynomial Ansatz from Equations 
(8) and (9) to negative integers n. We do so by defining P� nðζÞ ¼ P� 1

n ðζÞ, where 
the superscript indicates the inverse of the function (rather than its reciprocal). 
Thus, for all integers n, the properties listed between Equations (8) and (9) are 
maintained. In this way, we obtain a set of couplers that range from those that 
are highly discontinuous at the edges, and slowly varying in the centre (n large 
and negative), to couplers which are smooth at the edges and rapidly varying in 
the centre (n large and positive), with the FAQUAD coupler as a compromise 
between these extremes. We discuss these further in Sections 4 and 5.

3. Shortcuts to adiabaticity: methods and relations

In this section, we describe the three STA methods that have found most 
widespread use [57]: the invariant method of Lewis and Riesenfeld [20], the 
work of Demirplak and Rice in counter-diabatic (CD) driving [33], and 
Berry’s transitionless tracking (TT) algorithm [34]. We first give general 
descriptions of each of these methods at the operator level and then explore 
how they can be applied to solve the particular problem of power transfer in 
a waveguide coupler. Furthermore, we discuss connections between these 
methods. To better facilitate this, notation is kept consistent between sub-
sections where applicable. Overall, these methods provide a way to start and 
end in a pure state of the Hamiltonian for a given device length. We 
explicitly show the z-dependence in all equations in this section for clarity.

3.1. Lewis-Riesenfeld invariants

The original work of Lewis and Riesenfeld [20] proposes to seek a Hermitian 
invariant IðzÞ for a dynamic system driven by HðzÞ satisfying 

dI
dz

;
@I
@z
þ

1
i
½IðzÞ;HðzÞ� ¼ 0; (11) 

for all z. Assuming the basis set is complete since the invariant arises from 
some observables, we can write 

IðzÞ ¼
X

n
ϕnðzÞ
�
�

�
λn ϕnðzÞ
� �

�; (12) 

with ϕnðzÞ
�
�

�
the orthonormal Eigenstates and λn the corresponding 

Eigenvalues. By considering the z-derivative of this expression in conjunc-
tion with Equation (11), Lewis and Riesenfeld [20] show that λn must be 
constant. In general, the method uses ‘reverse engineering,’ with an assumed 
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invariant, and then derives constraints on a Hamiltonian such that Equation 
(11) is satisfied. In doing so, states can be represented by 

jGðzÞi ¼
X

n
cneiαnðzÞ ϕnðzÞ

�
�

�
; (13) 

where the cn are z-independent amplitudes and αnðzÞ is the Lewis- 
Riesenfeld phase for state n. By requiring that the right hand side satisfies 
the dynamics in Equation (2) for any choice of amplitudes, Lewis and 
Riesenfeld [20] show that 

dαn

dz
¼ ϕnðzÞ i

@

@z
� HðzÞ

�
�
�
�

�
�
�
�ϕnðzÞ

� �

: (14) 

We now turn to the particular case of a two waveguide coupler. Lai et al. [58] 
derive a representation of the invariant for particular Hamiltonians, includ-
ing the Hamiltonian in Equation (2). It can be written as 

HðzÞ ¼ 2ΔðzÞK0 þ κðzÞ Kþ þ K�ð Þ; (15) 

with 

K0 ¼
1
2

1 0
0 � 1

� �

; Kþ ¼
0 1
0 0

� �

; K� ¼
0 0
1 0

� �

: (16) 

Since ½K0;K�� ¼ �K� and ½Kþ;K� � ¼ 2K0, it satisfies the conditions of Lai 
et al. [58], and the invariant is given by 

IðzÞ ¼ RðzÞK0RðzÞy; (17) 

where 

RðzÞ ¼ exp �
γLRðzÞ

2
ðKþeiβLRðzÞ � K� e� iβLRðzÞÞ

� �

: (18) 

Here γLRðzÞ and βLRðzÞ are auxiliary real functions that parametrise the 
possible invariants. The following development closely follows that of 
Chen et al. [21] and was later applied to waveguides by Tseng [23]. 
Applying this procedure yields 

I ¼
1
2

cos γLR eiβLR sin γLR
e� iβLR sin γLR � cos γLR

� �

: (19) 

Equation (19) has Eigenvalues λ� ¼ �1=2, with Eigenstates 

jϕþi ¼
eiβLR cos γLR

2
sin γLR

2

� �

; jϕ� i ¼
sin γLR

2
� e� iβLR cos γLR

2

� �

: (20) 
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Substituting Equation (19) into the invariance condition Equation (11) 
yields a coupled system of differential equations 

dγLR
dz ¼ 2κ sin βLR

dβLR
dz ¼ 2κ cos βLR cot γLR � 2Δ:

(21) 

We note that the expression here may differ from those in other publica-
tions by a factor 2, which arises from different definitions of H. The 
method of Lewis-Riesenfeld is indirect, in that, once γLR and βLR are 
known, Δ and κ can be found. The functions γLR and βLR are arbitrary 
except for their boundary conditions at z ¼ 0 and z ¼ ,. At the ends of the 
coupler, there should be no coupling and thus κ ¼ 0. This gives 

dγLR
dz

�
�
�
�
z¼0
¼

dγLR
dz

�
�
�
�
z¼,

: (22) 

This also ensures that ½Ið0Þ;Hð0Þ� ¼ ½Ið,Þ;Hð,Þ� ¼ 0, implying shared 
Eigenstates between H and I. From the Eigenstates in Equation (20), we 
observe that to start and finish in different pure states (i.e. to transfer power 
from one waveguide to the other) requires 

γLRð0Þ ¼ π; γLRð,Þ ¼ 0; (23) 

or vice versa without loss of generality. Equations (22) and (23) are the 
boundary conditions that are necessary for a valid coupler that transfers 
power from one waveguide to the other. To validate the performance at all 
device lengths, Chen et al. [21] chose length-invariant boundary conditions 
of the form 

dβLR
dz

�
�
�
�

z¼0
¼ �

dβLR
dz

�
�
�
�
z¼,

¼
C
,
; (24) 

with C > 0 a constant. From a dimensional analysis perspective, we observe 
that this is the only dependence on , that leads to identical behaviour at all 
device lengths. Furthermore, in the interests of keeping the coupler realistic 
by minimising the coupling coefficient κ, Chen et al. [21] chose boundary 
conditions on βLR to maximise sin βLR in Equation (21) 

βLRð0Þ ¼ βLRð,Þ ¼ � π=2: (25) 

One choice that satisfies the requirements in Equations (22)–(25) are third- 
order polynomials for γLRðzÞ and βLRðzÞ [21].

The parameterization from fκ;Δg to fγLR; βLRg may provide additional 
other benefits for waveguide couplers. Tseng [23,24], leveraging the work 
from quantum population transfer of Ruschhaupt et al. [59], uses these 
parameters in the Lewis-Riesenfeld phase αn to describe the robustness of 
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the device to constant deviations in Hamiltonian elements. The error 
sensitivity as a function of invariant parameters was optimized, producing 
couplers that are resilient to changes in either κ or Δ. This is discussed 
further in Section 5.

3.2. Counter-diabatic method

The method proposed by Demirplak and Rice [33] approaches the problem 
from a different perspective. The central observation of this approach is that 
an evolving non-adiabatic Hamiltonian H0ðzÞ leads to transitions between 
states. These transitions arise from off-diagonal terms in the Hamiltonian, 
and can be countered by adding a counter-diabatic term HCDðzÞ to the 
Hamiltonian. Under the dynamics of the new, ‘corrected’ Hamiltonian 
HðzÞ ¼ H0ðzÞ þ HCDðzÞ the system remains in the initial Eigenstate of the 
non-corrected Hamiltonian [57], as shown in Figure 4.

To find the appropriate counter-diabatic Hamiltonian, we transform the 
ket GðzÞj i appearing in Equation (2) to a basis set that evolves together with 
the Eigenstates of the uncorrected Hamiltonian H0ðzÞ. These Eigenstates 
nðzÞj i satisfy 

H0ðzÞ nðzÞj i ¼ EnðzÞ nðzÞj i: (26) 

with Eigenvalues EnðzÞ. A basis transformation must be unitary, and can 
generally be written as 
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Figure 4. Fractional power in the unwanted Eigenmode versus distance for a coupler designed 
with the counter-diabatic method. Dashed curve: power variation in the supermodes of the 
uncorrected Hamiltonian H0ðzÞ. Solid black curve: evolution of the corrected Hamiltonian 
H0ðzÞ þ HCDðzÞ projected onto its Eigenstates. Red curve: same evolution, but projected onto 
the Eigenstates of the original Hamiltonian nðzÞj i.
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~ψðzÞj i ¼ UCDðzÞ GðzÞj i; (27) 

and the evolution of the transformed system is then given by the 
Schrödinger Equation (2) 

@

@z
~ψðzÞj i ¼ � iHðzÞ ~ψðzÞj i; (28) 

for a new Hamiltonian HðzÞ. To avoid transitions, this transformed 
Hamiltonian should be diagonal in the basis of Eigenstates nð0Þj i. HðzÞ
depends on the particular choice of UCDðzÞ via 

HðzÞ ¼ UCDðzÞyH0ðzÞUCDðzÞ � iUCDðzÞ
@

@z
UCDðzÞy

þ UCDðzÞHCDðzÞUCDðzÞy: (29) 

The first term can be made diagonal by choosing UCDðzÞ such that its row 
vectors are the transposed Eigenstates nðzÞh j, and so 

UCDðzÞ ¼
X

n
nð0Þj i nðzÞh j: (30) 

The remaining off-diagonal terms can be made to vanish by choosing 

HCDðzÞ ¼ i
@UCDðzÞy

@z
UCDðzÞ ¼ i

X

n

@

@z
nðzÞj i

� �

nðzÞh j : (31) 

For any given non-adiabatic Hamiltonian, we therefore have 

HðzÞ ¼ H0ðzÞ þHCDðzÞ

¼
X

n
nðzÞj iEnðzÞ nðzÞh j þ i

X

n

@

@z
nðzÞj i

� �

nðzÞh j; (32) 

where the first (diagonal) term evolves the states to match the Eigenstates at 
position z, and HCDðzÞ cancels out transitions resulting from the evolution. 
For a reference Hamiltonian H0ðzÞ (Equation (2)) we explicitly find that 
Equation (32) reduces to a Hamiltonian of the form 

HðzÞ ¼
Δ κþ i

2
dθ
dz

κ � i
2

dθ
dz � Δ

� �

; (33) 

where θ is defined as in Equation (4). In this form, we see that the counter- 
diabatic Hamiltonian intuitively manifests as a correction to the coupling 
term κ, and this correction is related to the adiabaticity criterion η 
(Equation (7)).
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3.3. Transitionless-tracking algorithm

Berry’s transitionless tracking algorithm [34] takes a similar approach to 
suppressing transitions between states. Instead of changing the basis of the 
Hamiltonian to one in which the elements are diagonal in the basis of initial 
states, the approach seeks to find a unitary operator that preserves adiabatic 
states under evolution. These adiabatic states correspond to the states 
traversed by the system if the change in the Hamiltonian is performed 
adiabatically, and are, to within a phase factor, the same as the instantaneous 
Eigenstates nðzÞj i

ψnðzÞi ¼ eiϕnðzÞ
�
�

�
�nðzÞi (34) 

where ϕnðzÞ incorporates the integrated phase accumulation from the 
energy EnðzÞ of the state, together with the geometric phase. A unitary 
transformation that preserves the probability distributions of states under 
evolution from 0 to z is 

UTTðzÞ ¼
X

n
eiϕnðzÞ nðzÞj i nð0Þh j: (35) 

The Hamiltonian that performs such a transformation can then be found. 
Substituting the relation GðzÞj i ¼ UTTðzÞ ψð0Þj i into Equation (2) we find 

HðzÞ ¼ i
@UTTðzÞ
@z

UTTðzÞy ¼
X

n
nðzÞj iEnðzÞhnðzÞj

þ i
X

n

@

@z
nðzÞj i

� �

hnðzÞj � i
X

n
nðzÞj ihnðzÞj

@

@z
nðzÞj i

� �

hnðzÞj

;H0ðzÞ þHTTðzÞ;

(36) 

where H0ðzÞ is the original Hamiltonian and HTTðzÞ is a correction that 
prevents transitions. In the particular case of a two waveguide coupler with 
H0ðzÞ as in (2), the transitionless tracking algorithm yields the same correc-
tion as the counter-diabatic approach (33).

3.4. Unitary transformation enabling photonics applications

Both the counter-diabatic and transitionless tracking methods provide 
a correction term to the Hamiltonian. These corrections are generally 
complex-valued, and indeed the corrections are purely imaginary in the 
case of a two waveguide coupler. In the context of atomic physics and 
quantum state driving, their implementation is straightforward, and the 
imaginary component is the phase of the driving field. In optics however, 
the total Hamiltonian must be real in order to correspond to a passive 
optical device. Following Tseng [48], this may be achieved through one 
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final unitary transformation Vrealise ¼ diagðexpðiχ=2Þ; expð� iχ=2ÞÞ which 
applies a rotation in the real-imaginary plane. The rotation angle χ is real 
and yet to be determined. Applying this unitary transformation to the 
Schrödinger equation, as before (see Equation (28)), we find the trans-
formed Hamiltonian 

HVrealðzÞ ¼ VrealiseðzÞHðzÞV
y
realiseðzÞ � iVrealiseðzÞ

@

@z
VyrealiseðzÞ: (37) 

If we apply this to the explicit form of the counter-diabatic Hamiltonian 
Equation (33), we find that off-diagonal elements take the form 
ðκ� i

2 ðdθ=dzÞÞ expð�iχÞ. By choosing tanχ ¼ 1
2κ

dθ
dz these elements are 

real, and the transformed Hamiltonian is then 

HVrealðzÞ ¼
Δ � 1

2
d
dz arctan 1

2κ
dθ
dz

� � ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

κ2 þ ð12
dθ
dzÞ

2
q

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi

κ2 þ ð12
dθ
dzÞ

2
q

� Δþ 1
2

d
dz arctan 1

2κ
dθ
dz

� �

0

@

1

A: (38) 

Thus, for this χ, HVrealðzÞ corresponds to a real matrix which can be 
implemented as a passive waveguide coupler. The same unitary transforma-
tion can be used in the transitionless tracking approach. Indeed, the coun-
ter-diabatic and transitionless tracking approach are closely related.

3.5. Equivalence between transitionless tracking and the counter-diabatic 
approach

There is a direct connection between the transitionless tracking algorithm 
(Section 3.3) and the counter-diabatic approaches (Section 3.2). As an 
overall comment, the transitionless tracking algorithm preserves adiabatic 
states, whereas the counter-diabatic approach preserves the Eigenstates 
nðzÞj i of the instantaneous Hamiltonian. Because these are the same except 

for a phase factor, the two correcting Hamiltonians must be the same except 
along the diagonal. This can be seen directly by examining the diagonal 
components of HTTðzÞ

diag HTTðzÞ½ � ¼ i
X

n
nðzÞj i nðzÞh j

@

@z
nðzÞj i

� �

nðzÞh j; (39) 

and so, comparing with Equation(36), we find 

HCDðzÞ ¼ HTTðzÞ � diag HTTðzÞ½ �: (40) 

The corrected Hamiltonian HCDðzÞ from the counter-diabatic correc-
tion is therefore equal to the purely off-diagonal part of the transition-
less tracking algorithm HTTðzÞ. The two corrections therefore suppress 
the transitions between Eigenstates, but these Eigenstates may still 
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undergo changes in phase. The transitionless tracking algorithm 
ensures that these phases evolve in the same way as those of pure 
adiabatic states.

Berry [34] notes that the phases in Equation (34) can be chosen freely; 
doing so preserves the probability distribution amongst the states, although 
the states themselves evolve with a different phase than that expected from 
adiabatic evolution. Choosing ϕðzÞ ¼ 0 leads directly to the counter- 
diabatic approach.

3.6. Equivalence of transitionless tracking and the invariant approach

Similarly, we find that a Hamiltonian computed by the transitionless track-
ing method can also be generated through an invariant approach. First, 
consider a coupler designed by transitionless tracking. The Hamiltonian 
always drives states adiabatically (illustrated for a particular case in Section 
4). Chen et al. [21] propose that an operator of the form 

IðzÞ ¼
X

n
nðzÞj iλn nðzÞh j; (41) 

satisfies the invariance condition Equation (11) with different choices of 
λn. This invariant makes intuitive sense in the context of Figure 4, since 
the basis of the original Hamiltonian nðzÞj i remains stationary under 
the dynamics of H0ðzÞ þ HCDðzÞ. The simple choice λn ¼ Enð0Þ ensures 
that the invariant and original Hamiltonian are identical at z ¼ 0, giving 
the invariant a more grounded interpretation. In Appendix A1 we show 
explicitly that IðzÞ satisfies Equation (11). The result also demonstrates 
that the choice of Eigenvalues of the invariant λn hold no great sig-
nificance in terms of the final coupler produced. In the opposite direc-
tion, we can ask if, for every Hermitian invariant IðzÞ satisfying 
Equation (11), there exists a Hamiltonian H0ðzÞ, which, when applying 
the transitionless tracking method, gives the same HðzÞ as the invariant 
method. Chen et al. [21] propose that the choice 

H0ðzÞ ¼
X

n
nðzÞj i i nðzÞh j

@

@z
nðzÞj i �

dαn

dz

� �

nðzÞh j; (42) 

accomplishes this, where nðzÞj i again represents the Eigenvalues of the 
invariant. The Lewis-Riesenfeld phase αnðzÞ can be calculated from the 
invariant approach Equation (14), and it replaces the Berry phase φnðzÞ.

Unitary transforms, however, result in a need to modify this: if HðzÞ is 
real when produced by the transitionless tracking algorithm, and IðzÞ from 
Equation (41) is real since nðzÞj i are real (from a real H0ðzÞ), then Equation 
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(11) is not satisfied since one term is real and the other imaginary. Hence, 
we propose a different invariant 

IV ¼
X

n
VðzÞ nðzÞj iλnhnðzÞjVyðzÞ; (43) 

with V as some unitary transform and nðzÞj i is the basis state for the original 
Hamiltonian H0ðzÞ. In Appendix A2 we explicitly verify that this satisfies 
Equation (11) with HðzÞ ¼ HvðzÞ from Equation (37). The result is applic-
able to any unitary transformation V, including Vrealise in Section 3.4. It is 
possible to generate a plot similar to Figure 4 for the unitary transformed 
dynamics, where projecting the state vector jGi onto the transformed basis 
V nðzÞj i shows zero changes in mode power. Again, this makes intuitive 
sense—stationary states should become the basis of the invariant. In the 
context of waveguide couplers, however, this basis not only no longer exists 
but also it is unphysical since V nðzÞj i 2 C

2. In the other direction of 
equivalence, one can obtain an initial Hamiltonian H0ðzÞ by transforming 
nðzÞj i to V nðzÞj i in Equation (42).

Thus, all three of the presented methods are equivalent, at the operator 
level, even when constraining the Hamiltonian through unitary transforma-
tion to produce physical waveguides.

4. Adiabatic processes in realistic waveguides

So far, we have reviewed adiabatic processes on the basis of coupled mode 
theory (CMT) using Equation (2) as a starting point, with the parameters 
κðzÞ and ΔðzÞ characterizing the coupler and its performance (e.g. the 
crosstalk μ). While this approach provides a wealth of information on 
coupler properties, the conceptual link to physical devices is less obvious. 
In this section, we review pathways and implications of implementing 
adiabatic couplers in practice. The modes and full propagation properties 
of arbitrary geometries can be calculated with commercial numerical mode 
solvers (e.g. COMSOL, Lumerical, etc.), and can be used as a tool for 
evaluating the coupled mode formalism. In this Review, we show results 
generated by finite element method (FEM) calculations implemented in 
COMSOL.

The link between coupled mode theory and physical waveguides can be 
approached in two ways: (i) a physical embodiment of a coupler can be used 
to calculate κðzÞ and ΔðzÞ to solve Equation (2) and predict coupler proper-
ties; (ii) vice versa, a desired distribution of κðzÞ and ΔðzÞ targeting certain 
device characteristics can be given a physical embodiment. We now review 
both cases, comparing the crosstalk predicted by various methods with full 
finite element calculations. Section 4.1 reviews the properties of a previously 
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reported two-waveguide adiabatic coupler [47] as an illustrative example 
and as starting point for the subsequent discussion. Section 4.2 then pre-
sents typical approaches for applying two different protocols to this example 
physical system: the counter-diabatic correction of Sec. 3.4 in Section 4.2.1, 
and the FAQUAD approach from Sec. 2 in Section 4.2.2. Section 4.2.3 
concludes with a comparison of the physical embodiment of the n ¼ �2 
polynomials of Figure 3 with a reasonable choice of Γ.

Below we discuss the properties of example couplers and their scaled 
counterparts. The scaled device is related to the original device by stretching 
or compressing without other modifications. As we showed in Section 3.2 
the CD correction guarantees vanishing crosstalk but requires a different 
correction for every choice of length. In the spirit of analyzing a device’s 
crosstalk envelope however, below we apply the CD correction once for 
a single length, and present how the crosstalk varies as the resulting device is 
scaled.

4.1. Parabolic coupler

As discussed in Section 2, the coupled mode formalism is agnostic to the 
waveguides’ physical embodiment: two parameters κ and Δ describe 
infinitely many materials, wavelengths and geometries, which in a chip- 
based, two-waveguide scenario can include the width and height of each 
waveguide, and their relative separations. In order to simplify the dis-
cussion and to reduce the physical parameter space, we consider 
a previously reported example [47], consisting of two 1D waveguides 
(WGs) at λ ¼ 1:55μm, formed by silica (nSiO2 ¼ 1:444 [60]) in air, under 
transverse magnetic (TM) polarization, as shown in Figure 5(a). In this 
case, the only relevant physical parameters are the widths of WG1 and 
WG2 (w1ðzÞ and w2ðzÞ, respectively), and their edge-to-edge spacing sðzÞ. 
This representative device is a judicious embodiment of the Figure 1(b) 
schematic; the width of the input WG1 decreases linearly from 700 nm to 
300 nm, and the width of WG2 increases from 300 nm to 700 nm, so that 
Δ is approximately a straight line with negative slope with Δ ¼ 0 at the 
centre of the device; the separation varies parabolically such that s ¼
4μm at the edges s ¼ 500nm in the centre, ensuring that the coupling 
coefficient κ vanishes at the edges and peaks in the centre. Combining 
these characteristics broadly satisfies typical requirements for Δ and κ of 
an adiabatic coupler [46]. The white curves in Figure 5(a) give a geome-
trical outline of the coupler. The colors show the Poynting vector for the 
particular example of , ¼ 40μm, and confirm that most of the light 
couples between the waveguides in the region where they approach 
each other closely.
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Figure 5(b) shows the calculated effective index neff ;j; ðj ¼ 1; 2Þ of the 
Eigenmodes of the full two-waveguide system versus position. The dashed 
lines in Figure 5(b) show the corresponding effective index ~neff ;j; ðj ¼ 1; 2Þ
of the modes of the isolated waveguides. The parameters in Figure 5(b) yield 
the parameters κ, Δ and Γ, shown in Figure 5(c) which are obtained directly 
from 

Γ ¼ k0ðneff ;1 � neff ;2Þ=2;
Δ ¼ k0ð~neff ;1 � ~neff ;2Þ=2;

κ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Γ2 � Δ2

p
:

(44) 
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These can be used to obtain θ from Equation (4) (see Figure 5(d)). 
Subsequently, η can be obtained from Equation (7), shown in Figure 5(e) 
for different device lengths ,. Recall that the adiabatic condition is η� 1: 
this condition is satisfied at all points along the device for , �> 50μm (green 
curve in Figure 5(e)), and is satisfied near the edges when , ¼ 15μm (blue 
curve in Figure 5(e)). Finally, ,,27:5μm represents an intermediate case 
where η � 1 along the entire device.

Knowing both physical parameters and coupled-mode parameters, the 
crosstalk μ can be calculated in three different ways. The results are summar-
ized in Figure 5(f), which shows μ versus device length ,. The blue curve 
gives the result of integrating Louisell’s result (Equation (6)) [46], and the 
orange curve gives the result obtained by numerically integrating the coupled 
mode equations (Equation (2)). The agreement between these curves shows 
that Equation (6) is accurate for the parameters in this example, whereby the 
largest discrepancy occurs at short lengths where Equation (6) is not expected 
to be valid [46]. The black curve shows μ obtained from a full two- 
dimensional finite element calculation of the physical system in Figure 5(a), 
showing excellent agreement with the previous methods, confirming the 
validity of all methods to describe this physical system.

4.2. Application of shortcuts and protocols

With knowledge of all important parameters for our chosen system, we are 
now in a position to apply the procedures presented in Section 3, and review 
their impact on both performance and physical embodiment of the device. 
Note that there are still many combinations of w1, w2, and s that lead to the 
same κ and Δ, even keeping the material and wavelength constant as we do 
here. Therefore, when choosing the physical representation for a given set of 
parameters, we fix the bottom waveguide in its current configuration (i.e. w1 
decreases linearly from 700 nm to 300 nm), and modify the edge-to-edge 
separation s and top waveguide width w2 to yield a desired Δ and κ at each z. 
For a fixed w1, there is a unique value of w2 that provides a desired Δ, which 
describes the uncoupled waveguides. Once this is known, there is a unique 
value of s that yields the desired κ. This approach is valid for waveguides that 
are not too strongly coupled, such that the off-diagonal- terms in Equation 
(2) are equal [61,62]. Our choice significantly reduces the potential para-
meter space, but is representative of typical experimental approaches [63], 
and enables a direct comparison between the physical embodiment and 
coupled mode theory, providing insight into the applicability of this form-
alism for practical applications.
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4.2.1. Counter-diabatic correction
Since the counter-diabatic, transitionless tracking and invariant approaches 
are all equivalent, we may consider the performance of a counter-diabatic 
device to be indicative of all three. The counter-diabatic correction for 
a device of length , is obtained by replacing H in Equation (2) with HV in 
Equation (38), as outlined in Ref [48]. Since z ¼ ζ,, it follows that HVðz=,Þ

is different for every choice of ,. As an illustrative example, we apply the CD 
correction to the waveguide system of Figure 5 via the parameters in Figure 
5(c) for a device of length , ¼ 20μm. The results are shown in Figure 6(a): 
relative to the original structure, the CD protocol induces a strong modula-
tion of the corrected Δ and κ in the central region, which overall increases Γ. 
The parameters of the physical embodiment, given our constraints on the 
bottom waveguide, are shown in Figure 6(b): w2 and s vary in the centre, 
leading to an increase in the coupling constant κ in the center of the device. 
The strongly oscillating θ (blue curve in Figure 6(c)), leads to η> 1 for our 
value of ,, indicating that this CD-corrected device is less adiabatic than the 
original. Calculating the crosstalk μ using different methods, shown in 
Figure 6(d), reveals that while this design gives the desired low crosstalk μ 
for this specific , (black arrow in Figure 6(d)), the scaling of this profile for 
increasing lengths leads to an overall larger envelope than the original 
structure. Finally, while the finite element calculations of the physical device 
faithfully reproduce the overall crosstalk envelope, shown in Figure 6(d), as 
well as the salient features predicted by Equations (2) and (6), the physical 
device has a larger crosstalk at the design length , than Equation (6) 
predicts, as a result of the large curvature of the top waveguide over 
wavelength-scale distances, leading to the leaking of radiation into the 
bottom waveguide.

4.2.2. FAQUAD correction
The fast quasi-adiabatic (FAQUAD) correction [64] is a design protocol 
which aims at homogeneously distributing adiabaticity during propagation, 
which means that η in Equation (7) is constant. While there are many ways 
to achieve this, a typical approach [64] integrates Equation (7) using θ and Γ 
of a chosen device. This leads to a transformation of z: intuitively, Equation 
(7) informs the degree by which z should be stretched or compressed along 
the device so as to distribute adiabaticity equally, thereby avoiding scenarios 
wherein the adiabatic condition is satisfied only for certain regions. This is 
especially important for short devices—see, for example, the blue curve in 
Figure 5(e), which shows that for a short device length Equation (7) is 
satisfied at the edges but not in the centre.

The parameters obtained by the FAQUAD correction to the device in 
Figure 5 are shown in Figure 6(e). The corresponding physical device 
parameters, shown in Figure 6(f), are consistent with the expectations 
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from the adiabaticity criterion at short lengths: at the edges, the device 
already satisfies the adiabaticity criterion so that w2 and s vary faster, 
whereas in the centre these parameters vary more slowly. The resulting 
values of θ and η are shown in Figure 6(f): η is flat and constant, as required 
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by the FAQUAD condition, whereas θ approaches a straight line. The 
calculated crosstalk for this device using different methods is shown in 
Figure 6(h). Note that the crosstalk envelope scales as μ / ,� 2, consistent 
with earlier results for n ¼ 0 [47,56]. However, this scales less rapidly than 
for the original coupler, which follows μ / ,� 6 (Figure 5(f)). This exempli-
fies the scenario whereby the FAQUAD procedure pushes the first zero to 
a shorter device length, at the expense of increasing the crosstalk envelope.

4.2.3. Polynomial profiles
An alternative approach for adiabatic coupler design relies on appropriately 
defining the κ and Δ profiles at constant Γ, via polynomials of increasing 
order n (Equation (9)). We have already discussed how increasing n leads to 
a reduced device crosstalk envelope as μ / ,� 2ðnþ1Þ for n � 0 and when ,!
1 [47]. We now give θ and Δ a physical embodiment for n ¼ �2. Note that, 
in contrast to counter-diabatic/transitionless tracking and FAQUAD, this 
protocol relies on designing a device on the basis of pre-determined coupled- 
mode parameters, rather than correcting an initial profile. In order to 
implement the desired structure, the only new choice is that of the para-
meter Γ ¼ π=Lb, where Lb is a characteristic beat length [46]. We choose 
Lb ¼ 35μm as shown in the blue curve of Figure 7(a), which is comparable 
to the minimum Γ of our example device (blue curve in Figure 5(c)). The 
resulting values of κ and Δ when n ¼ þ2 are shown in the orange and red 
curves of Figure 7(a), respectively. With a linearly decreasing bottom wave-
guide width (dashed orange line in Figure 7(b)), the edge-to-edge separation 
follows again a quasi-parabolic shape (blue line in Figure 7(b)); in contrast 
to all cases considered so far however, the width of top waveguide w2 also 
decreases linearly near the edges (orange line in Figure 7(b)), with a cross- 
over point in the centre. As earlier, this corresponds to increasing and then 
decreasing the coupling between waveguides (as per κ) by first bringing 
them together and further apart, while changing their relative widths gra-
dually near the edges and rapidly in the centre near the cross-over point 
(following Δ). The resulting θ, shown in Figure 7 (blue line), follows the 
expected functional form (see also Figure 3). The corresponding value of η 
calculated for , ¼ Lb is shown in Figure 7 (orange line) and suggests that, 
strictly speaking, the adiabatic condition of Equation (7) is only weakly 
satisfied since η �< 1. However, as shown in Figure 3(c), this device exhibits 
the most rapid drop in crosstalk (μ / ,� 6), despite having the smallest 
average Γ across its length.

Finally, we consider the equivalent case where n ¼ � 2, exemplified by the 
parameters in Figure 7(e). Relative to n ¼ þ2, this device approaches the 
structures of a directional-coupler: the inter-waveguide separation varies 
slowly in the centre, with rapid changes only at the edges (blue curve in 
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Figure 7(f)); the top waveguide width w2 varies weakly with length (solid 
orange curve in Figure 7(f)), and although η� 1 for much of the device 
(Figure 7(g)), the envelope decreases slowly, with periodic variations that 
are reminiscent of a directional coupler – compare with Figure 1(b).
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4.2.4. Bandwidth
One key advantage of adiabatic couplers with respect to directional couplers 
is their larger bandwidth which, as illustrated in Figure 1, is due to slow 
changes in a single mode’s spatial profile, rather than interference effects 
between multiple modes. In practice however, the modes supported by an 
adiabatic device weakly couple as its spatial profile changes, so that the drop 
in the crosstalk envelope for increasing , is accompanied by periodic local 
minima due to interference effects (see, for example, Figures 1(b), 5(f) and 
6(d)).

Similar behaviour occurs in the wavelength dependence. Figure 8(a) 
shows the crosstalk versus wavelength for the adiabatic device of Figure 5 
(a) for three different representative lengths, and ignoring material disper-
sion. We consider , ¼ 20μm; 105μm; 150μm, which, respectively, corre-
spond to a short device, and a local minimum/maximum of the crosstalk 
envelope at λ ¼ 1550nm (see also Figure 5(f)). Increasing , leads to an 
overall decrease in the bandwidth envelope (dashed line), but with periodic 
local minima due to interference. Note in particular the good agreement 
between FEM calculations (dots) and the CMT approach (solid lines), 
obtained by numerically solving Equation (2) after separately calculating 
κðzÞ, ΔðzÞ and ΓðzÞ at every wavelength via Equation (44).

We next analyze the bandwidth for the device with the physical profile 
shown in Figure 6(b), which was obtained by applying the CD protocol to 
the device of Figure 5(a) at , ¼ 20μm and λ ¼ 1550nm. In this case, CMT 
calculations show perfect transfer where the device protocol was applied, 
with an increase in μ at other wavelengths. Nevertheless, the crosstalk 
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envelope at , ¼ 20μm is reduced with respect to the original device by 
approximately 6 dB. This conclusion is consistent with recent experiments 
[41,55,65] reporting that STA devices can achieve good bandwidth at 
relatively shorter lengths. Physically scaling this device to longer lengths, 
however, shows the same overall increase in crosstalk envelope observed 
when comparing Figures 5(f) and 6(d). Note the good agreement between 
FEM and CMT calculations, except for the shortest device where the CD 
protocol was applied, as a result of radiation leakage into the bottom 
waveguide due to the sharp curvature of the top waveguide at short lengths. 
Although this might be improved by other choices of w1, w2 and s which 
produce the same κ, Δ and Γ, this example suggests that there are some 
difficulties in translating the extreme performance of CD devices at extre-
mely short lengths into physically realistic devices.

Finally, the analysis of the dependence of crosstalk on , and λ highlights 
the importance of considering the crosstalk envelope, and more generally 
the envelope of any parameter of interest, since it provides a broader view of 
the robustness of the device to interference effects.

5. Noise sensitivity

Adiabatic couplers are expected to be less sensitive to fabrication errors than 
directional couplers [11,66,67]. Estimating the performance of a coupler in 
the presence of fabrication errors is difficult as detailed knowledge of the 
fabrication errors is required. Furthermore, the connection between these 
physical errors and coupled mode theory is non-trivial (see Section 4). 
However, the frequency of a noise source is conserved between the two 
descriptions. We therefore evaluate the device performance by simulating 
noise on κ, Δ and determining the crosstalk by numerically solving Equation 
(2). We choose devices all with the same length , ¼ 1 that exhibit perfect 
coupling in the absence of noise. We then apply Gaussian noise character-
ized by a variance σ2, such that σ is proportional to the average of Γ in each 
device consistent with , ¼ 1. This approach, which is agnostic to 
a particular type of fabrication error, allows us to compare the properties 
of different types of designs discussed in Section 4 in including one that was 
optimized for insensitivity to noise [23].

We take the noise to be Gaussian, characterized by a variance σ and with 
an exponentially decaying correlation with characteristic length ,c, which 
can be much smaller, similar or much longer than the coupler length ,. Our 
implementation follows that of Farahmand and de Sterke [68], according to 
whom the deviation δΨ (where Ψ represents either κ or Δ) at z ¼ z1 can be 
found from that at z ¼ z0, via the Gaussian distribution 
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f ðδΨðz1ÞjδΨðz0ÞÞ¼
1

σ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
2πð1� r2Þ

p exp �
1

2σ2ð1� r2Þ
ðδΨðz1Þ� rδΨðz0ÞÞ

2
� �

;

(45) 

where rðzÞ ¼ expð� jzj=,cÞ. Steps are taken in z in intervals of 0:004,c or 
0:001,, whichever is smaller. This model is Gaussian to all orders, with 
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1 � r2
p

scaling the standard deviation σ for each step. Since shorter cou-
plers are in general more sensitive and have higher Γ, we choose a relative 
error ε ¼ 1% with respect to the average value of Γ 

σ ¼
ε
,

ð,

0
ΓðzÞdz: (46) 

Figure 9 (a) and (f) illustrate the resulting variation of parameters κ and Δ 
from the ideal along the length of the device for two different correlation 
lengths. Note that ε has been exaggerated (ε=10%) to clearly show how the 
correlation length affects the noise.

Figure 9 (b)–(e) and (g)–(f) give the results of our noise analysis for eight 
different couplers. It shows the crosstalk for noise on κ alone (blue), Δ alone 
(orange) and on both κ and Δ (yellow) by numerically integrating Equation 
(2) with the modified parameters. For each coupler, we use the same noise 
profiles, but scaled appropriately to match Equation (46). This avoids ran-
dom variations between couplers. We generate N ¼ 100 realisations of the 
random process and show the average, as well as the standard error of the 
mean as the standard deviation of the sample divided by N. When ,c � ,, 
the error becomes a Gaussian distributed constant offset over the length of 
the device, and the effects of the crosstalk can then be computed directly, 
without averaging, via 

μðLc !1Þ

¼
1

4πσ2

ð1

� 1

ð1

� 1

exp �
ðδκÞ2 þ ðδΔÞ2

2σ2

 !

μðΔþ δΔ; κþ δκÞdðδκÞdðδΔÞ;

(47) 

for the case of noise on both Δ and κ. Here μðΔ; κÞ is the crosstalk from 
numerically integrating Equation (2). Similarly, a single integral is evaluated 
for the case of noise on one Hamiltonian element at a time. The results of 
such calculations are indicated by crosses in Figure 9.

We select a wide range of coupler designs. The STA couplers selected are 
taken to be of the invariant approach, and are third-order polynomial 
designs of γLR and βLR [21]. Boundary conditions Equations (22)–(25) are 
imposed, with coefficient C ¼ π=2; π; 3π=2 (Figure 9(b)–(d)). Recall that 
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this is equivalent to both the counter-diabatic and transitionless tracking 
methods, hence demonstrating the behaviour of typical STA couplers. The 
fourth STA coupler is that of Tseng’s, which has been optimized to be 
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insensitive to Δ noise [23] (Figure 9(e)) using a perturbation analysis. We 
compare the performance of these couplers to other designs: a standard 
directional coupler (Figure 9(g)), and those designed by polynomials 
fP� 2; P0; P2g (Figure 9(h)–(j)). All couplers are designed to produce perfect 
power transfer at , ¼ 1 and without noise, but scaling Γ produces the same 
results at different device lengths. Unsurprisingly, perhaps, the effect of 
noise on both κ and Δ is approximately the superposition of the crosstalk 
with noise on each individually.

Overall, couplers designed by STA methods (left column) tend to have 
lower crosstalk at longer correlation lengths, while conventional couplers 
(right column) perform better at shorter correlation lengths. However, their 
performance at short correlation lengths does not differ markedly from the 
other designs. Fabrication errors tend to have short correlation lengths 
relative to the length of typical couplers. Poulton et al. report tens of 
nanometers [69]. At such scales, there is no significant gain over a simple 
directional coupler, which can be further optimized for robustness [70]. The 
primary motivation behind adiabatic couplers is that they are inherently 
more robust to variations in device parameters, but it appears that this 
advantage is lost upon the application of STA–the device in Figure 9(b) 
has poor performance at all correlation lengths with noise applied to both κ 
and Δ.

6. Discussion and conclusions

The efficient coupling of light between two waveguides is an important 
function in photonics, and many approaches have been brought to bear 
on it. While in this Review we have discussed adiabatic couplers, they are 
related to directional couplers. We have distinguished two broad measures 
to judge the response. The first of these is the position of the first zero of the 
crosstalk, indicating the shortest device that can provide perfect coupling. 
However, such devices would be expected to be sensitive to fabrication 
errors and other non-idealities. The second measure is the decay rate of 
the crosstalk envelope–if this envelope decays rapidly with length then the 
crosstalk might be expected to be robust against perturbations. These two 
criteria seem to be mutually exclusive and in fact we can distinguish 
a continuum of couplers for which the directional coupler and high-order 
polynomial couplers (with n> 0) are the extreme cases. These polynomial 
couplers with n> 0 are characterized by a high degree of smoothness of the 
parameters at the two edges of the device and rapidly varying parameters in 
the centre. Such devices have rapidly decreasing envelopes scaling with 
,� 2ðnþ1Þ, but the first zero requires a fairly long device. In contrast, poly-
nomial couplers with negative n have more severe discontinuities at the 
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edges of the device, but vary more slowly in the centre. They have a slowly 
decreasing crosstalk envelope, but the first zero in the crosstalk appears at 
short device lengths. The directional coupler is an extreme example of this– 
its crosstalk envelope is periodic and does not decrease at all, but the first 
zero occurs as early as , ¼ π=ð2κÞ. The FAQUAD approach seems to be 
a compromise between these two. In a recent development, Wu et al. [71] 
describe a generalization of the concept of FAQUAD, though this intriguing 
proposal needs more thorough investigation.

The discussion in the previous paragraph does not explicitly include the 
STA-based design procedures. In our experience, the practical outcomes of 
these procedures are coupler designs which have zero crosstalk at 
a particular, designated length. However, such designs do not address the 
envelope of the crosstalk, nor is the length where the crosstalk vanishes 
necessarily particularly short. The advantage, then, perhaps lies in other 
aspects of the design? One of the advantages of STA-based designs is the 
improvement in bandwidth, as discussed in Section 4.2.4. The sensitivity to 
fabrication errors is discussed below.

Ideally, one would model the sensitivity of the design to the most likely 
type of fabrication errors. Such questions have been considered at a general 
level in previous papers [23,59], but these were carried over from quantum 
mechanics, where a physical parameter, for example the frequency offset of 
a laser, is directly related to the elements of the Hamiltonian. In contrast, in 
photonics this link is more indirect–an error in the width of a waveguide, for 
example, affects both Δ and κ. It changes Δ since it changes the propagation 
constant of the waveguide mode; it changes κ since the evanescent field of 
that mode changes, and hence the overlap with the waveguide. In addition 
to this, these errors depend on the particular fabrication method that is 
used, and it can even depend on the particular piece of equipment. We 
therefore limited our analysis to investigating the noise model in Section 5 
and considered the sensitivity to noise with various correlation lengths. 
Figure 9 shows the results of a set of such calculations, with a STA- 
designed coupler on the left and other couplers on the right. Our conclusion 
is that while neither of the two classes of couplers is obviously superior to 
the other over the entire range of correlation lengths, which covers four 
orders of magnitude, some of the devices perform excellently in more 
limited contexts. In particular, Tseng’s design in Figure 9(d), which is 
designed to be insensitive to noise in Δ [23], outperforms all other devices 
for Δ-noise with long correlation lengths. Thus, this design would lead to 
excellent devices for which this is the predominant fabrication error. 
However, as discussed above, the relationship between the fabrication errors 
and device parameters is complicated. The challenge, then, would be to 
generalize these very powerful methods to other frequency regimes and to 
correlated errors in Δ and κ.
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In conclusion, while the STA-techniques provide a beautiful and consis-
tent mathematical framework, based on the analysis we have carried out, the 
case for its use in the design of waveguide couplers is not clear. We surmise 
that this is because, even though the description of such devices can be cast 
in a Hamiltonian framework, the nature of likely errors is indirect and 
complicated and may be specific to particular fabrication methods. 
Considering conventional design methods, the polynomial approach that 
we earlier introduced [47], augmented here with negative orders, provides 
a systematic way to balance the need for a rapidly decreasing envelope (n 
large and positive) with the need for zero crosstalk for a short device, with 
FAQUAD devices in between as a compromise. These couplers are char-
acterized by having constant Γ; generalization to couplers with varying Γ can 
be considered, but there seems to be no overwhelming advantage of one 
over the other. In practice, then, the design chosen is likely to depend on the 
particular device requirements. As a final comment we note that while we 
only considered two-mode couplers, STA-based techniques have been 
applied to a large number of photonic devices including multimode devices 
[39,44]. Although the conclusion reached here may not apply to all of these, 
we speculate that the crosstalk envelope, that we introduced here as 
a performance measure, carries over to other devices since they are 
a consequence of modal interference effects.
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Appendix A1. Equivalence Proofs

A.1. Invariant selection given a transitionless tracking Hamiltonian
In this section, we verify claims in [21], explicitly proving that the proposed invariant 

Equation (41) satisfies the invariance condition (11) for any system designed with the 
transitionless tracking method. First, consider the commutator in Equation (11). Since H0 
and I are diagonal in the nðzÞj i basis, they commute, i.e. ½I;H� ¼ ½I;HTTðzÞ�. To determine 
this, we consider the derivative of the resolution of the identity 
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Returning to ½I;HTTðzÞ� we find 
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Where we used a previous result to change from the derivative of nðzÞj i to nðzÞh j. 
Simplifying gives 
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The first term of Equation (11) is given by 
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Hence, the invariance condition Equation (11) is satisfied for any choice of coupler designed 
by the transitionless tracking method.

Appendix A2

A.2. Invariant selection given a unitary transformed transitionless tracking Hamiltonian
In this section, we follow a similar line of reasoning to Appendix A1, showing explicitly 

that Equation (43) is the photonics equivalent of the invariant proposed by [21]. We 
consider a general unitary transformation V, since this property turns out to be quite 
general. We first consider the derivative of the identity 
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We now drop the explicit z dependence for clarity, recalling that only λn is independent of z. 
Consider the commutator, which will have three terms once Equation (37) is used 
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The first of these is zero, since they both share the V nðzÞj i basis. Computing the second term 
with the definition of HTT from Equation (37) gives 
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where we have again used the derivative of the identity (A1) to change the derivative from 
nðzÞj i to nðzÞh j. Similarly, for the third commutator term 
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where we have used the result (A5). The remaining term in Equation (11) is given by 
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We observe that all terms in Equation (11) cancel, proving that Equation (43) is an invariant 
for a system under the unitary transformed dynamics described in Section 3.4.
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